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[Gear88] wrote:
“Oh, okay I will readily admit just to put it on public in case HP Cobra
reads this and is scratching his head at me, hopefully not enough to get
banned for being a trouble maker...”

The JoS in general as a mindset, is not to ban people because they are weird or
because whatever, they are a bit trouble makers, or behave in let's say in a not
'uniform' way right of the bat. People have their own pace and how they think
things through, different backgrounds, etc.

This is from Satan, it’s a command, and people have to be able to question even
the dumbest 'questions'. Changes had to happen because "it’s a troll" was used
as an excuse to just disappear people out of questioning. Now, the same people
who were just "censored", they are allowed to question more, except of the
blatant ones who are totally trolling with blatant aggression. Satan wants to be
heard. It's normal to be against closing the door on people based on this
perception.

The "troll" who comes first day and asks weird or stupid questions is actually the
beginning stage of many advanced members who nowadays are in these forums
or groups. If they were banned and scolded or never had the ability to receive an
answer (albeit it may be hard to them) they may not have been there nor they
may have advanced. Legitimate people are also harmed when they are banned,
as it's exclusion from the community.

Anyone who enters a school runs the risk of sounding an idiot but that is past the
point, the point is willingness to learn. Satan wants people to speak out. You can't
be top dog in the first day, but eventually, if this is what you want then you will do
your end of the deal and start advancing. This will be commendable and
observed. It may take years, even decades - that is absolutely fine. What's
important is to move forward. Each on their own pace.

Also, think to yourself if you are a Satanist. You have a question. In many ways,
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the Gods will guide you to where you will receive an answer. This can be in some
material, some post, somewhere. They know the ways to guide people in
accordance to their own level of understanding. The more we answer/help
others, this lessens the burden the Demons have (as they can be really busy)
and this also shows people their answers that they seek, giving double good
reputation to the Gods. It's important then to help and also do this in a mode of
quality, and by providing quality.

Now steps are being taken to ensure the availability of this information. I have
worked (and still am) on around 700+ pages of the JoS related sites. The
situation is, this is a treasure in our possession, but also an inheritance for the
literal planet.

The basis for answering life's questions and gaining insights is there, and this
database of knowledge is also expanding. People for centuries and centuries
have went without help, without answers, without any guidance, and to add
saucing on top of it, with endless remorseless attacks by jews. This is not to
excuse anyone; this is the reality of the situation. Jews until recently and even
now own 96% of all sources of information of the planet. It becomes hard and
requires all sorts of defensive measures to even keep a normal website running
with contrary opinions.

As for the age of the press, and of television, it's better to leave it unstated how
difficult it is to have any flow of information there. Without flow of information,
there are no schools, no educators, no knowledge, no advancement, nothing.
People sink into ignorance and our minds remain totally dull. We become bestial
and retarded, or we just turn into total NPC's.

This is changing for the better with the WWW (666), the same internet that jews
are trying to destroy, and the jews will be disappointed to find out it's an
impossibility to deal with that. The age of jew control is going to soon be over, to
the detriment and whiny tears of the jewish tribe.

Truly, some people are on the absolute border of abomination behavior, so I
understand why some people flip out, but even if some people have really bad
manners, or are really brainwashed, not answering them or blocking them and
kicking them out isn't always going to solve everything. We live in a world where
people do mass mistakes, do heavy drugs, are severely deluded, and let's be
honest, Satanism is in an 'avenue' filled with people who believe about aliens
etc., who are for the most part, not the most uniform type of people. Satanism
helps bring things back into proper balance. At least for those who put



themselves on the path seriously that is.

Many people to reach there have went through a lot of very weird thinking,
studying and reading, if they came from a less 'direct' pathway. This creates a
situation where some people may be extremely deluded. What is important that
these people are at our door, so they can enter the 'school' and see what it is
about. Students who want to learn, will try, regardless of grades, and they will
learn. 99% of occult literature or teachings are filled with total abominations in
general. People are severely deluded.

I can't blame a person who opened a couple books and went flip-out, but they will
be driven out like rats if, after they learn the truth, instead continue to act like total
trash. People are helping them here, even the stern ones. This is to help them
out of this senseless rut and to propel people to advance.

However, if one assaults or acts as pure garbage towards others, and this
reaches a point of toxicity, or attacks in a way, then booting, and without any
remorse, will be equally taken as a route of action. This is a like a university so if
someone is there only to sell weed, or deceive, or just fuck around, without the
slightest idea to advance, even at the slowest pace, or even worse, to take it
down, has no place in a university or a place or learning, or a spiritual military
unit, or elsewhere.

The troll and the legitimate person both come in the forum in a ranging spectrum
of a similar ignorant state, just with different motivations. The troll however
maintains this, is aggressive about it, or is doing this on purpose, and seeks to
spread it, to the detriment of others. The legitimate person gets out of this rut and
understands things as time goes. The troll is unrepentant in his way towards
ignorance, and it seeks to spread it here too, screw others, deceive them, and so
forth.

Normal students/co-scientists/interested people in Satanism with legitimate
interesting in Satan in, for example, when they want to disagree, they won't go as
far as to try to rip down a school, attack the teachers, bomb the educators, and
set the place on fire. They won't try to pull children on another place to ((('teach'
them privately))) as all sorts of kikes and other ass hats try to do not that
infrequently, nor invite them into a dubious ice cream van for abductions.

These people have everything to fear from this community here and the other
advanced Satanists, so they hide in their holes and they lie to small groups which
they try to turn innocents into little cults. Many people have come crawling and/or



mentally harmed from these, and these events will not be tolerated. These
people who cause this damage to others are unwelcome here, and will be
confronted mercilessly. If one's intentions are 'good', and they care for Satan,
they will understand why the above has a strong meaning.

Lastly, everyone who is here, even for a decade, or some of you way more,
remember that one day one entered this place and they were the ignorant in the
room, we had no idea. I say "we" because this includes everyone, there are no
exceptions here. Everyone grows into Satanism, it's a place of growing.

We all start on ignorance, it can't be other way in the current world, and even if
things were better, still the relative level of learning would be ignorant compared
to an advanced level. Someone, something, some people, Demons mainly,
whatever, helped us advance, others acted only as impediment. Follow in that
example and help the legitimate people.

How do Demons help? They help with growth. They don't sit there like slaves to
serve someone as the enemy's thoughtforms do. This creates a very unhealthy
dependency and it keeps a person a cripple, it doesn't emphasize learning and
growth so one can lift their own weight. Demons are the opposite of how the
enemy 'teaches'. Likewise, people should help themselves, so that others can
help them, and raise the general level of things higher.

Now as for trolls who want to come assault etc., they'll get it really bad. But it's
also an aim to make everything really good and constantly advancing for those
learning at all levels. We're doing the things we can to improve everything in that
regard, for everyone involved. It's a common task for all of us.

HAIL SATAN!!!
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